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Our colorful Target Rings attach to a tennis net with Velcro in just seconds to focus serving practice
as well as many other shots, including passing shots, return of serves, and more. They can also be
placed directly on the ground and used as court targets. The targets are made of impact-resistant
nylon with a durable fiberglass frame. The opening is 6-feet in diameter. The Target Rings fold
together into their own case for convenient storage when not in use.

NOTE: Target Rings should only be set up and taken down by an adult since the
fiberglass ring that frames each target pops open quickly. It works under the
same principle as common pop-up tents and car dashboard protectors.
STEP #1: Take the Target Rings out of their case and CAREFULLY undo the Velcro loops, holding
the ring away from your body. Slowly guide the target to its open position.
STEP #2: Hold the target against the net with about 4-feet of the target hole above the net. If playing
outdoors on a windy day, place the target on the side of the net so the wind is blowing it into the net.
STEP #3: Pull the Velcro straps in each of the three positions around the weave of the net to secure
the Target Ring in place. See image below.
STEP #4: The Target Rings can also be used as court targets. Simply open the targets and place
them on the ground where you would like them.
STEP #5: To disassemble and store the Target Rings, hold both Target Rings together and twist into
a figure 8 shape. Fold the figure 8 again on top of itself so the rings are folded into four loops. Close
the Velcro loops around the folded rings. This way, they will fit back in the carry case. When properly
folded, slide them into the carry case.
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